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ABSTRACT

Surface contact explosion experiments were performed to study the dynamic behaviour of concrete
sandwich panel subjected to blast loading. Experimental results have shown that there are four damage modes
explosion cratering, scabbing of the backside, radial cracking induced failure, and circumferential cracking
induced failure. It also illustrates that different foam materials sandwiched in the multi-layered medium have
an important effect on damage patterns. Due to the foam material, the stress peak decreases one order of
magnitude and the duration is more than four times that of the panel without the soft layer by numerical
simulation. Additionally, the multi layered medium with concrete foam demonstrates the favourable protective
property compared with that of aluminum foam. Meanwhile, the optimal analysis of the thickness of the foam
material  in the sandwich panel was performed in terms of experimental and numerical analyseis. The proper
thickness proportion of soft layer is about 20 percent to the total thickness of sandwich panel under the conditions
in this study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Eytan1 proposed the design of layered structures against

the conventional weapons. Tedesco2, et al. pointed out that
a layered structure can effectively protect targets against
attack and the proper combination of different materials can
weaken the explosion wave. Moreover, protective abilities
of three Layered structures of concrete-air-concrete, concrete-
polystyrene-concrete and concrete-soil-concrete were compared
applying numerical simulation. The results show that each
structure can reduce or eliminate the scabbing of the inner
wall of the structure. Tedesco3, et al. further investigated
the protective role of the laminated structure against the
conventional weapons. Study on wave reflection and transmission
of the layered interface, indicated that mismatching of material
wave impedance had significant effect on the attenuation
of stress wave. Franz4, et al. conducted the study on the
dynamic behaviour of glass fibre laminated medium under
blast loading by experiments. The result showd that the
media with low impedance and high energy absorption can
be used as the protective materials to withhold explosion
loading near the explosive charge. The material with high
strength and high bending resistance can be used around
the protected objects. These conclusions provide guidance
for the design of multi-layered protective structures. The
penetration of projectile into composite targets was carried
out using numerical method by Gupta5, et al. The results
show that the SiC medium with high wave impedance and
high wave speed can lead the applied load to spread transversely
and effectively transmit much more energy to the next layer.

From the above state, it is implied that the multilayered
structure with the lower wave impedance material as the
middle layer can reduce the intensity of impact and blast
loading effectively. The dynamic response of sandwich
panel including low wave impedance foam materials and
the different thickness and position of foam materials under
explosive loading has been studied.

2. ANALSYSIS ON SANDWICH PANEL WITH
DIFFERENT FOAM MATERIALS

2.1. Explosion Experiment
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cylindrical

emulsion explosive with a mass m
e
 of 300g was put on the

top surface of three-layered media. To effectively reduce the
damage of sandwich panel6,7, Layer-I and Layer-III were the
reinforced concrete. Layer-II was the foam material. The three
layers were only stacked up. The sandwich panel with concrete
foam (C-CF-C) and the sandwich panel with aluminum foam
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Figure 1. Sketch of experimental setup.
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(C-AlF-C) are employed for study of dynamic behaviour of
the sandwich panel with different middle layers. The thickness
of the three wave layer is 6 cm, 3 cm, and 6 cm, respectively.
The diameter of sandwich panel was 50 cm which is more than

triple the thickness of sandwich panel. Figure 2 shows the
reinforcement details for concrete panel. The steel bars form
the square grids that are 60 mm x 60 mm.

The ratio of reinforcement was 0.77 per cent and the diameter
of the steel bars for the reinforced concrete was 6.5 mm. The
coordinate system was established as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Failure Phenomena of Sandwich Panel
The damage profiles of sandwich panel C-CF-C and

C-AlF-C after explosion are shown in Figs 3 and 4. In Fig.
3(a), one can clearly observe a crater, formed in the centre
of the upper layer, a spalling region on the front surface,
and much radial cracking and circumferential cracking adjacent
to the spalling. The diameter of spalling was about 28 cm
(the average diameter is adopted as the diameter of spalling,
undermentioned diameters of different zones are obtained
similarly), just as shown in Table 1. Figure 3(b) shows that
many radial cracks are formed on the backside of the lower
layer and the scabbing occurs at the lower surface because
the reflected wave reaches tensile strength of concrete.
Correspondingly, Fig. 4(a) shows a rather large size of
crush fragments and a small amount of cracks compared
to that of the front side upper layer for C-CF-C specimen.
The diameter of scabbing shown in Fig. 4(b) is smaller than
15 cm. Figures 5 and 6 present damage profiles of the
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Figure 2. Reinforcement details for concrete panel (Unit: mm):
(a) Cross-section view of reinforced concrete; (b) Top
view of steel bars.

 

(b) 
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Figure 3. Photographs of C-CF-C specimen after explosion: (a) The front of upper concrete; (b) The back of lower concrete.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Photographs of C-AlF-C specimen after explosion: (a) The front of upper concrete; (b) The back of lower concrete.
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middle concrete foam and aluminum foam layers after
explosion. Many radial and circumferential cracks on the
top surface indicate that the stress peak value greatly
exceeds compressive strength of concrete foam in Fig.
5. In summary, two kinds of specimens have different
damage and failure modes and the C-AlF-C sandwich
tends to localised failure compared with C-CF-C specimen.

2.3 Numerical Simulation
Here, some numerical results are presented to illustrate

characteristics of wave propagation and dynamic behaviour
of sandwich panel under blast loading. The calculation
was carried out in 2D axisymmetric configuration with an
available computer program LS-DYNA. The Lagrange algorithm
was adopted in the calculation to compare energy loss
with that of ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) algorithm.
When blast pressure was approximately zero, explosive
would be deleted and the computation was performed
continuously. The JWL equation of state was adopted to
describe the behaviour of the explosion product. In the
calculation, the reinforced concrete was simplified as plain
concrete according to the equivalent strength. Johnson-

Holmquist (JH) constitutive model  was used for concrete8,9,
crushable-foam model10 was applied for foam materials.
Material parameters are listed in Tables 2 to 4. Here r and
E are density and elastic modulus, D

H
, the detonation

velocity, P
CJ

, the C-J detonation pressure, E
0
, the internal

energy per unit volume, m , Poisson ratio, and A, B, R
1
,

R
2
, w are material constants of JWL equation. In Table 3,

G is the shear modulus and s
c
 is the uniaxial compressive

strength. In Table 4, T
SC

 is the cut off of tensile stress and
D

amp
 the damping coefficient of the material. The stress-

strain relation for concrete foam and aluminum foam are
shown in Fig. 7. The dynamic response of foam materials
from the works reported from refrences 11 to 16 was helpful
in carrying out the simulation in this study.

Figure 8 shows pressure contours of C-AlF-C specimen
at different times. When the explosive is ignited, explosion
wave in the shape of approximate semicircle begins to propagate
in the layer I. At 40 ms, explosion wave has reached the
middle layer, and pressure fringes do not keep the semicircles
due to the various wave speeds of the different material
wave impedances. Explosion pressure wave moves down
the different layers, and then is reflected and transmitted

Figure 5. Damage profile of concrete foam. Figure 6. Damage profile of aluminum foam.

Failure and damage Specimens Foam  

materials 

me 

(g) The front of upper concrete The back of lower concrete 

C-CF-C Concrete foam 300 
Spalling dia ~ 28 cm crater  

dia ~ about 27 cm 
Scabbing dia ~ 32 cm 

C-AlF-C Aluminum foam 300 
Spalling dia ~ 25 cm crater  

dia ~ 19 cm 

There are many circumferential 

cracks. Scabbing dia < 15 cm 

Table 1. Experimental results of different foam layer

ñ(g/cm3) E (GPa) ì G (GPa) óc (MPa) Tensile strength, ót (MPa) 

2.46 22.60 0.2 18.0 30 4.0 

Table 3. Main Equivalent material parameters of reinforced concrete

ñ (g/cm3) HD  (m/s) PCJ (GPa) A (GPa) B (GPa) R1 R2 ù E0 (GPa) 

1.31 5500 9.9 214.4 0.182 4.2 0.9 0.15 4.19 

Table 2. Material parameters of the emulsive explosive
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at each boundary interface, interact and superpose when
these encounter. For different materials, the decreasing sequence
of wave impedance is (rC)

C
, (rC)

A1F
 and (rC)

CF
, the subscripts

C, AlF and CF denote reinforced concrete, aluminum foam,
and concrete foam, respectively. At 75 ms, it illustrates that
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Table 4. Material parameters of foam materials

Material properties Concrete foam Aluminum foam 

ñ(g/cm3) 0.72 0.80 

E (MPa) 2.70e+02 5.0e+02 

ì 0.18 0.21 

TSC (MPa) 6.0 11.0 

Damp 0.2 0.2 
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Figure 7. Stress-strain curves for foam materials.

(e)  t=119ìs (f)  t=145ìs 
Scabbing zone 

Figure 8. Calculated pressure profiles with time sequence in C-AlF-C model (Unit: 105MPa).
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the closer to the charge, the larger is the compression
zone. From the computed result at 119 ms, compression
wave reaches the bottom of lower layer, tensile wave is
reflected from the free rear surface and the scabbing zone
occurs.

The damage and failure profiles of sandwich panel are
also obtained from pressure contours in Fig. 8. The tensile
and spalling zones are formed when explosion wave propagates
and interacts in different layers at different times, just marked
as in Figs 8(b) to (e). From numerical results it can be
obtained that crater diameter in the front of upper layer is
16 cm, spalling diameter is 26 cm, and scabbing diameter on
the backside of low concrete is 18 cm for C-AlF-C specimen.
Those are approximately in agreement with experimental results.
For C-CF-C specimen, the crater diameter in the front of upper
layer is 20 cm, spalling diameter is 28 cm, and the scabbing
diameter on the back of low concrete is about 36 cm.

Figure 9 shows the curves of stress s
y
 versus time at

different points y1 and y2, which are located on the axial line
and contact interfaces with middle layer, as shown in Fig.
1. Figure 10 shows the typical stress s

y
 versus time at

corresponding positions of 3C model in which the middle
layer is replaced by the same reinforced concrete. There obviously
exists different stress wave in different sandwich panels. The
pressure peak value is slightly lower and the duration is
longer in C-CF-C specimen compared to that of C-AlF-C
specimen. Obviously, the peak stress s

y
 of sandwich panel

decreases about one order of magnitude than that of 3C
model (shown in Fig. 10), and the duration is more than four
times as percentage as that of 3C model. Thus the multilayered
media with foam material layer can not only reduce the stress
peak value effectively, but can also change the duration of
the explosion wave.

Curves of absorbing energy per unit area E
ab

 of layer
II and layer III with time are shown in Fig. 11 to compare
the influence of different foam materials. The absorbing energy
of layer II of C-AlF-C specimen is lower than that of C-CF-C
specimen. On the contrary, absorbing energy of layer III
of C-AlF-C specimen is higher than that of C-CF-C specimen.
Because of its longer duration, C-CF-C sandwich specimen
is more favorable than C-AlF-C specimen in the protective
design associated with the experimental results.
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Figure 10. Stress s
y
 versus time t in 3C model.
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Figure 11. Curves of absorbing energy E
ab

 of layer-II and layer-
III versus time t in different model.

3. OPTIMAL ANALYSIS OF FOAM LAYER
THICKNESS
Foam materials with different thickness in the multilayered

media have different antidetonation performances. On the
condition of the same amount of the explosive charge, the
same total thickness of sandwich panel and the thickness
of the upper layer equal to that of the lower layer, the
influence of foam material thickness on damage of sandwich
panel was analysed by C-CF-C specimens. The experimental
results are summarised in Table 5. Here h

1
, h

2
, and h

3
 are the
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Figure 9. Stress sy versus time t in C-CF-C and C-AlF-C models.
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Figure 14.Stress s
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 curves of different concrete foam thickness

versus time.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Photographs of C-CF-C(D) specimen after explosion: (a) the front of upper concrete; (b) the front of lower concrete.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Photographs of C-CF-C(C) specimen after explosion: (a) the front of upper concrete; (b) the front of lower concrete.

Table 5. Experimental results of different foam layer thickness

Failure and damage C-CF-C 
Specimens 

h1 

(cm) 
h2 

(cm) 
h3 

(cm) 
me 
(g) Front of upper concrete Back of lower concrete 

(A) 7.0 1.0 7.0 250 Crater dia ~ 23 cm Scabbing dia ~ 32 cm 

(B) 6.5 2.0 6.5 250 Crater dia ~ 25 cm Scabbing dia ~ 29 cm 

(C) 5.5 4.0 5.5 250 Crater dia ~ 20 cm Scabbing dia ~ 8 cm 

(D) 6.0 3.0 6.0 280 Spalling dia ~ 22 cm 
There exist radial cracks, 
but no scabbing zone 
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thicknesses of the upper layer, middle concrete foam layer, and
lower layer, respectively.

Typical photographs of experimental results are shown
in Figs 12 and 13. These photographs illustrate reinforced
concrete damage and failure profiles of C-CF-C(C) and C-
CF-C(D) specimens after explosion. Compared with Fig.
3, C-CF-C(D) specimen can be subjected to more explosive
charge, but slighter damage than that of other groups only
occurs. It is found that when the ratio of foam thickness
to the total thickness is 1:5, the anti-detonation ability of
the sandwich panel is the optimal.

On the condition of the same amount of the explosive
charge m

e
 equal to 250 g, numerical simulation was carried

out. The material models and parameters were the same
as in the previous computation.

Figure 14 shows stress curves of different concrete
foam thicknesses versus time at the middle point of foam
layer. Figures 15 and 16 show curves of dimensionless
maximum stress and duration versus the thickness of foam
layer. To obtain dimensionless parameters, here the fundamental
magnitude s

0
, t

0
 and h

0
 are chosen as the corresponding

values when concrete foam thickness h
2
 equals to 1 cm.

The tendency of stress curves verified that when the ratio
of foam layer thickness to the thickness of sandwich panel
was 1:5, which is in agreement with the experimental results.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the analysis on dynamic behaviour

of a sandwich panel under explosive loading. From the experimental
and computational results, the low wave impedance foam
material of the middle layer plays an important role on bearing
explosion loading. The peak stress decreases, the duration
becomes longer, and energy distribution of different layers
change due to the foam layer. Concrete foam sandwiched in
a layered media has more influence on protective performance
to blast loading than that of aluminum foam. It was also
deduced that there exists the optimal thickness of the foam
layer relative to the whole sandwich panel. In practice,
there exists a strong coupling effect between blast loading
and layered structures. So, it is necessary to carry out
further study on the coupling of the charge and concrete
sandwich panel in the near future.
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